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Abstract—We investigate the convergence properties of two
different stochastic approximation algorithms for principal com-
ponent analysis, and analytically explain some commonly ob-
served experimental results. In our analysis, we use the theory of
stochastic approximation, and in particular the results of Fabian,
to explore the asymptotic mean square errors (AMSE’s) of the
algorithms. This study reveals the conditions under which the
algorithms produce smaller AMSE’s, and also the conditions
under which one algorithm has a smaller AMSE than the other.
Experimental study with multidimensional Gaussian data corrob-
orate our analytical findings. We next explore the convergence
rates of the two algorithms. Our experiments and an analytical
explanation reveals the conditions under which the algorithms
converge faster to the solution, and also the conditions under
which one algorithm converges faster than the other. Finally, we
observe that although one algorithm has a larger computation in
each iteration, it leads to a smaller AMSE and converges faster
for the minor eigenvectors when compared to the other algorithm.

Index Terms—Adaptive eigen-decomposition algorithms, PCA
algorithms, rates of convergence.

I. INTRODUCTION

W E investigate the convergence properties of different
algorithms for principal component analysis (PCA).

Existing literature on PCA (see [1]) reveals a number of
algorithms that are derived from: 1) anti-Hebbian learning [1],
[6]; 2) Hebbian learning [1], [10]–[12]; 3) lateral interaction
algorithms [1], [6], [13]; and 4) gradient-based learning [1],
[10]. Since there are multiple algorithms for PCA, and each
one requires a different amount of computation at each update,
yet leads to the same set of final results, we are led to ask
the question: “which algorithm converges faster than others?”
An answer to this question will help us select the appropriate
algorithm for a given task.

Among the many algorithms for PCA, we focus on two
algorithms that are commonly used in most applications. It can
be shown [1], [6], [10] that several other algorithms for PCA
are related to these basic procedures. In both these algorithms,
we are given a sequence of random matrices ,
with , where represents the online
observation of an application. Note that one common real-
ization of is from a sequence of random vectors as
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. For each sample , we compute a matrix
by these algorithms, such that tends, with

probability one (w.p. 1), to a matrix whose columns are the
eigenvectors of ordered by decreasing eigenvalue.

Conforming to the existing literature, we refer to as the
principal eigenvector matrixof . The first column of is
the first principal eigenvector of , and so on.

The first algorithm which we consider is due to Ojaet al.
[10], [11], and Sanger [14], and can be derived from Hebbian
learning with a multiunit network [1]. This algorithm is

UT (1)

where is a sequence of scalar gains. Here, UTsets all
elements below the diagonal of its matrix argument to zero,
and multiplies all elements above the diagonal with .

The second algorithm is due to Xuet al. [16], [17], and
can be derived from a least mean square error criterion. The
algorithm is

UT

UT (2)

Note that algorithm (2) uses nearly twice as much computation
than algorithm (1) for each update of . Hence, it is
natural to ask the question: “what benefits can we derive from
algorithm (2) at the cost of higher computation?”

For algorithms (1) and (2), the existing literature and exper-
imental analyzes (also see Section IV) provide the following
observations [6], [10]: 1) adding the parameter leads to
a faster convergence of to for the minor eigenvectors;
2) algorithm (2) converges faster than algorithm (1), especially
for minor eigenvectors; and 3) increasing , up to a
maximum limit, leads to a faster convergence of to .
In this paper, we analytically and experimentally investigate
these observations.

The first observation was explained by Oja [10] by exploring
the convergence of the last eigenvector (i.e., theth column
of ). Oja analyzed the stability of the ordinary differen-
tial equation (ODE) corresponding to the last eigenvector,
assuming that the previous eigenvectors have converged. This
analysis shows that the linear part of the ODE converges faster
for .

In our analyzes, we use the fact that both algorithms (1)
and (2) are stochastic approximation procedures [2], [7], [8],
[11]. We utilize the theory of stochastic approximation, in
particular the results of Fabian [3], to analyze theasymptotic
mean square errors(AMSE’s) for the algorithms. This analysis
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reveals the following facts: 1) by using the parameter
, both algorithms lead to a larger AMSE for the minor

eigenvectors than for ; 2) by increasing , up to
an upper bound, we increase the AMSE’s of all eigenvectors
for both algorithms; and 3) algorithm (2) leads to a smaller
AMSE than algorithm (1).

We next investigate the convergence rates of algorithms (1)
and (2). Our experiments (see Section IV) suggest that by
increasing and , we obtain a faster convergence for
both algorithms. Furthermore, algorithm (2) converges faster
than algorithm (1). In order to provide an explanation for the
faster convergence for algorithm (2), we analyze the ODE’s
for the two algorithms in the neighborhood of the solution.

In summary, the above study yields the following results: 1)
both algorithms produce larger AMSE’s for increasing
and ; 2) algorithm (2) leads to a smaller AMSE of
the estimates than algorithm (1); 3) both algorithms converge
faster to the solution for increasing and ; and 4)
there is a tradeoff between AMSE and convergence rate for
both algorithms, i.e., larger values of and lead to faster
convergence but higher AMSE and vice versa. From 2) and 4),
a clear tradeoff between computation and convergence is made
explicit. By using algorithm (2) with , we perform more
computation, but produce a smaller AMSE of the estimates,
and also converge faster when compared to algorithm (1).

In Section II we provide a mathematical background of the
PCA algorithms. In Section III, we compare the asymptotic
mean squared errors of the estimated eigenvectors. Section IV
has the experimental results, and Section V has the concluding
remarks.

II. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

In this section, we provide a mathematical background of
the PCA algorithms, and give the definitions that are used here.
We are given a sequence , with

. The principal eigenvectorsof are the
eigenvectors of corresponding to the largest eigenvalues.

In the following discussion, we denote
as the eigenvalues of , and as

the eigenvector corresponding to such that are
orthonormal. Let and
denote the matrix of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of. Note
that if is an eigenvector, then for is also an
eigenvector.

Let the th column of be Then, algorithm (1) can
be written as

for (3)

Here parameter is greater than or equal to one. Algorithm

(2) can be similarly written as

for (4)

Since it is clear that we require more computation for (4)
than (3) at each update, it is necessary to determine the
relative convergence rates to compare the benefits at the cost
of computation. For both algorithms, we have the following
assumptions and propositions.

Assumption (A1):Each is bounded with probability
one, symmetric, real, nonnegative definite, and

, where is positive
definite.

Assumption (A2): is a decreasing sequence,
such that for some ,
and .

Assumption (A3):The largest eigenvalues of are posi-
tive and each of unit multiplicity.

Proposition (P1): For algorithms (3) and (4) let assump-
tions A1–A3 hold. Then tends either to or with
probability one as .

Proof: See [11] for algorithm (3), and [16] for algorithm
(4).

Proposition (P2): For algorithms (3) and (4) let assump-
tions A1–A3 hold. Assume that is bounded. Then, there
exists a uniform upper bound of such that is uniformly
bounded w.p. 1.

Proof: See [9], [11] for algorithm (3). A similar analysis
can be done for algorithm (4).

III. COMPARISON OF THEASYMPTOTIC

MEAN SQUARED ERRORS

In order to compare the asymptotic mean squared errors
of the two algorithms, we use the stochastic approximation
results of Fabian [3]. Fabian established rates of convergence
with for and . In the following
Theorem, we specialize Fabian’s result to suit the present
analysis.

Theorem 1 (Fabian):Consider the equation

(5)

where and .
Let be a nondecreasing sequence of-fields. Suppose
and are -measurable. Let

and

as (6)

where and is positive definite. Let
be orthonormal such that , where
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. Suppose that , then
there exists and such that

if , and if (7)

Then the asymptotic distribution of is Gaussian with
mean and covariance PMP where

(8)

Proof: See [3].
For each algorithm, let us consider

as the error of the estimates. Then, following
Theorem 1, we define AMSE as follows:

AMSE

Outline of Approach and Summary of Results:In the fol-
lowing two sections, we first present each algorithm [i.e.,
algorithms (1) and (2)] in the format of (5). We next evaluate
the parameters given in Theorem 1, and finally, compute the
asymptotic mean squared error for each algorithm. Based on
the analyzes, our primary results can be summarized in the
theorems below.

Theorem 2: For both algorithms (1) and (2), the asymptotic
mean squared errors (AMSE’s) for the minor eigenvectors
increase for larger values of, with the smallest AMSE for

. Furthermore, by increasing( where
and ), up to an upper bound, we increase the
AMSE’s of all eigenvectors for both algorithms.

Theorem 3: If , then algorithm (2) leads to a smaller
AMSE than algorithm (1) for the minor eigenvectors.

Proof: The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 follow from (25)
and (33) below.

A. Analysis for Algorithm (1)

Step 1: Formulation of Algorithm (1) as (5):We now ana-
lyze algorithm (1) in the framework of (5) in Theorem 1. In
the representation of algorithm (1) as given in (3), we have

for . Notice that this choice of
satisfies assumption A2. We define

(9)
Let be the nondecreasing -algebra generated by

. Furthermore, let such that
as w.p. 1. Define

Then,

(10)

We now represent (3) as follows:

(11)

where . By using the mean value theorem [15], we
obtain from (10)

(12)

where is on the line segment joining and for
.

Let be the error of from
its asymptotically stable point . Then, from (11), (12) and

, we obtain

(13)

Comparing (13) with (5), we obtain

(14)

and

(15)

Step 2: Optimal Choices of , and : From (15),
we see that for to converge, a sufficient condition
is . In addition, we need to be as large as possible,
in order to obtain the highest rate of convergence, since the
rate of convergence is proportional to by Theorem 1.
Since , we obtain the “best rate” of convergence for

.
We further observe from (15) that Since by

Proposition P1, we have w.p. 1 as , and
since is a continuous function of , we obtain from (14)

(16)

We see from (16) that the eigenvectors ofare
, and thus, . The eigenvalues of are given by

for
for
for

(17)

Hence, is given by (we assume , and the results for
are similar)

(18)
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Therefore,

and

This gives us two conditions for the choice of , and
as shown below.

Condition 1) If then choose
, and .

Condition 2: If then choose ,
and .

Step 3: Computation of the Asymptotic Mean Squared Error
(AMSE): By using Proposition P1 and Assumption A1, we
obtain from (15)

(19)

The diagonal elements for , of the covariance
matrix of the asymptotic Gaussian distribution are obtained
from (8) as

for

for

for
(20)

Note that AMSE . In order to compute this, we define

From (19), we obtain

for
for
for

(21)

In order to evaluate the terms in (21), we observe that

(22)

since for . If we further assume that
, and are from an asymptotically

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance, then
we obtain

(23)

Under these assumptions, we have from (21) and (23)

for
for
for

(24)

The AMSE for algorithm (1) is now given by

AMSE

for

(25)

B. Analysis for Algorithm (2)

Step 1: Formulation of Algorithm (2) as (5):We now re-
peat the above analysis for algorithm (2). From (4), we
obtain

(26)

and therefore

(27)

and

(28)

Due to the w.p. 1 convergence of to by Proposition
P1, and since is a continuous function of , we obtain
from (28)

(29)

As in algorithm (1), the eigenvectors of are ,
and thus, . The eigenvalues of are given by

for
for
for

(30)

and , and . The
two conditions for the choice of , and as given in
Section III-A are still valid.
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Fig. 1. AMSE’s for �1 and �2 for different  for algorithms (1) and (2) with�k = 0:5=(1000 + k).

Fig. 2. AMSE’s for �3 and �4 for different � for algorithms (1) and (2) with = 2.

TABLE I
AMSE’S FOR ALGORITHMS (1) AND (2) FOR �1 THROUGH �4 WITH  = 2

Step 3: Computation of the AMSE:We now study the
evaluation of . We obtain from (4)

(31)

The first term of (31) is same as in (15) in algorithm (1),
whereas the expectation of the second term is zero. Since

is bounded for all , by an application of the bounded
convergence theorem [15], we obtain the same expression for

as in (19). We, therefore, obtain the same expressions of
as in (21) and (24). The diagonal elements for
, of the covariance matrix of the asymptotic

Gaussian distribution are
for

for

for
(32)

The asymptotic mean squared error (AMSE) for algorithm (2)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Iterates of�1 through�4 for different  for algorithm (1) with �k = 1=(1000 + k).

is now given by

AMSE

for

(33)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We generate ten-dimensional Gaussian data from the first
covariance matrix in [12], with the covariance matrix scaled by
20 (as given below) for data in , as shown in the matrix at
the bottom of the page. The ten eigenvalues ofare 117.996,
55.644, 34.175, 20.589, 7.873, 5.878, 1.743, 1.423, 1.213, and
1.007.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Iterates of�1 through�4 for different  for algorithm (2) with �k = 1=(1000 + k).

A. Experiments on Asymptotic Mean Squared Error (AMSE)

We generated 1000 samples of zero-mean multivariate
Gaussian data in . Let the th sample be denoted by .
We computed as , and then obtained an estimate
of the eigenvector matrix by algorithms (1) and (2) for all
1000 samples. We refer to one application of each algorithm
for one sample asone iterationof the algorithm. We refer
to one application of all 1000 samples as oneepochof the
algorithms.

In order to compute the AMSE’s of the eigenvectors, we
applied algorithms (1) and (2) for the first four principal
eigenvectors for one through ten epochs. For each epoch, we
collected the results for the last iterations where is varied
from 10- to 50-in increments of ten. After computing the
mean squared error (MSE) for the lastiterations, we plotted
the MSE against for each epoch. We found that the MSE
remains constant (up to five places of decimal) for for
five epochs. Hence, we consider the MSE computed from the
last 20 samples after five epochs as the AMSE of the estimates.
We consider .

We changed from 1- to 5-in increments of one with
, and computed the AMSE’s for the first two principal

eigenvectors. We show the results of this experiment in Fig. 1,
which reflects the following results stated in Theorem 2. We
observe that:

1) the smallest AMSE is for for all eigenvectors;
2) the AMSE’s increase as increases for the minor

eigenvectors;
3) algorithm (2) leads to a smaller AMSE than algorithm

(1) for the minor eigenvectors for .

We next computed the AMSE’s for the first four principal
eigenvectors for between 0.5- and 1.5-in increments of 0.25
with . We show the numerical results of this experiment
in Table I.
Since the difference between the AMSE’s for the two algo-
rithms is significant only for and , we show the graphical
results for and only in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows that the AMSE’s increase asincreases for
and for both algorithms as stated in Theorem 2. The

same result is obtained for and .
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. Iterates of�1 through �4 for different � for algorithm (1) with  = 1.

B. Observed Convergence versus AMSE Tradeoffs

We next analyze the convergence of to for different
iterations of algorithms (1) and (2). In order to estimate the
error for each eigenvector for each iteration, we compute the
direction cosine given by

Direction Cosine DC (34)

where is the estimatedth principal eigenvector at theth
iteration of the adaptive algorithms, and is the actual th
principal eigenvector computed from all collected samples by
a standard method [4]. Note that the maximum value of the
direction cosine is one when is exactly same as . Further
note that the direction cosine at theth iteration [denoted
by DC ] is related to the error of the estimates at theth
iteration [denoted by error ] by the following formula:

error DC (35)

In the following experiments, we present the results for one
epoch.

Fig. 3 shows the iterates of the first four principal eigenvec-
tors through for 1000 samples for choices of
and for algorithm (1) with . Fig. 4 shows
the same results for algorithm (2). From these figures, we
observe that the estimates converge faster, i.e., the direction
cosines goes to one faster asincreases.

Fig. 5 shows the iterates of the first four principal eigenvec-
tors through for 1000 samples for choices of
and (where ) for algorithm (1) with . Once
again, the direction cosine goes to one faster for larger values
of up to an upper bound of. Fig. 6 shows the same results
for algorithm (2). Once again, we observe that the estimates
converge faster as increases.

These experiments and several others show us a
convergence-AMSE tradeoff in choosing and , i.e.,
increasing the values of and give us a faster convergence
but a larger AMSE, and vice versa. An explanation for this
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Iterates of�1 through �4 for different � for algorithm (2) with  = 1.

observation (i.e., the dependence of convergence rate on)
is given in Section IV-C.

C. Relative Rates of Convergence for Algorithms
(1) and (2) (ODE Analysis)

A comparison of algorithms (1) and (2) for 1000 iterations
with various and can be obtained by comparing Figs. 3
and 4 and also Figs. 5 and 6. This comparison with and

is illustrated in Fig. 7 for through .
We see that algorithm (2) converges faster than algorithm

(1) for the minor eigenvectors. A possible explanation for this
observation (with a given) can be obtained by analyzing the
ODE’s associated with the stochastic approximation proce-
dures (3) and (4). A similar analysis was done by Oja [10] for
algorithm (1). We extend Oja’s analysis to compare algorithms
(1) and (2).

It can be shown [2], [7], [8] that the asymptotic limits of
algorithms (3) and (4) can be solved by analyzing the cor-
responding continuous-time ODE’s. Denoting the continuous
time counterpart of as , with denoting continuous
time, the ODE’s for the two algorithms are as follows.

Algorithm (3):

(36)

Algorithm (4):

(37)

To illustrate the behavior of the two ODE’s near the solution,
consider only the last vector . Since the previous vectors

are independent of , it can be assumed that
they have already converged to respectively.
This assumption is supported in Figs. 5 and 6. For example,
for (see Fig. 5), algorithm (1) starts converging at ,
whereas through are within 95% of their final value at
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Iterates of�1 through�4 for algorithms (1) and (2) with = 1 and �k = 1=(1000 + k).

. Defining error ,
we have from (36)

(38)

where has the properties and .
Following Theorem 2.4 of Hale [5, p. 86], the asymptotic
stability of zero as the solution of (38) is determined by the
linear part. If at a certain moment

(39)

then from (38) we have

for
for
for

(40)

By repeating the above analysis for algorithm (2), we obtain

for
for
for

(41)

Equations (40) and (41) show that for the choice of , the
components in the direction of the more dominant eigenvectors
die out faster for the ODE corresponding to algorithm (2) than
for algorithm (1). These equations [i.e., (40) and (41)] also
provide a possible explanation for faster convergence of both
algorithms for .

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We discuss the convergence properties for two important
principal component analysis algorithms. We show that in-
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creasing the values of parametersand results in larger
AMSE’s for both algorithms. On the other hand, experimental
results and an analytical study suggests that increasing the
values of these parameters make the convergence faster for
both algorithms. Hence, we obtain a tradeoff: increasing
the values of and results in larger AMSE’s but faster
convergence and vice versa.

Moreover, although algorithm (2) has a larger computation
in each iteration, it leads to a smaller AMSE and faster
convergence for the minor eigenvectors. Thus, we demon-
strate a computation versus convergence tradeoff for the two
algorithms.
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